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We demonstrate in this letter that electromagnetic waves passing through the subwavelength
apertures on a silver film interfere with each other in the airgap behind the apertures. Depending on
the width of the airgap, either constructive or destructive interference occurs. It is shown that
constructive interference enhances the extraordinary optical transmission and evidently improves
the quality factor, whereas destructive interference weakens the extraordinary optical transmission.
We suggest that our results provide a unique approach to construct plasmonic structures and
devices. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3167821�

According to classic theory of electromagnetic wave, the
transmission through an individual subwavelength aperture
is very weak.1 Yet the conclusion was challenged by the
observations of Ebbesen et al.2 that the extraordinary optical
transmission �EOT� occurs through an array of subwave-
length holes perforated on the silver film. The phenomenon
originates from the interaction of surface plasmon polariton
�SPP�, a collective excitation of free electrons in metal film,
with the lattice structure on metal film.2–5 The SPP enhances
the evanescent field around apertures and thus contributes to
funnel light through the holes6,7 Nowadays different type of
structures and devices based on SPP has been designed and
fabricated.8,9 The SPP-based circuits combine photonics and
electronics on nanoscale, and offer potential applications in
plasmonic chips, nanolithography, and biophotonics.10 How-
ever, it remains challenging to fabricate plasmonic devices in
which the interaction of electromagnetic waves is tunable.11

We anticipate that the tunable plasmonic devices could pro-
vide much flexibility in engineering SPP-based all-optical
circuits.

In this letter, we demonstrate that interference of light
can be tuned in the airgap behind the array of subwavelength
holes perforated on silver film. Enhanced by SPP, the trans-
mitted electromagnetic fields through the apertures interfere
with each other in the airgap. By changing the width of the
airgap, both constructive and destructive interferences can be
observed. We suggest that our observations provide a unique
approach to construct plasmonic structures and devices.

The structure that we are investigating here consists of a
bare upper optical glass �OG� and a bottom OG coated with
silver film, on which an array of nanoapertures has been
fabricated. The upper and bottom glass plates are separated
by an air gap. The width of the gap can be mechanically
tuned by applying a pressure. The silver film on the bottom
OG is blanket deposited by magnetron sputtering and the
thickness is controlled to 100nm. The array of apertures is
milled by focused-ion-beam �FIB� facility �strata FIB 201
from FEI, 30 kev Ga ions�, and the spatial periodicity of the
square lattice is p�600 nm, and diameter of each aperture
is a�150 nm, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. As schematically illus-

trated in Fig. 1�b�, the optical transmission spectrum of the
structure is measured by a UV-visible-NIR microspectropho-
tometer �CRAIC QDI2010�. The incident light is focused on
the bottom OG, and the transmitted light is detected from the
upper OG.

For comparison, we first investigate the optical transmis-
sion spectrum of a structure without an airgap, i.e., the struc-
ture contains the silver film with aperture array on bottom
OG only. Figure 1�c� illustrates the measured and calculated
optical transmission spectra of the silver film with an array
of apertures. EOT through the array of subwavelength aper-
tures is observed. Three-dimensional full-vector finite-
difference time-domain method has been applied in the cal-
culation transmission spectrum.12 Frequency-dependent
permittivity of silver is based on Lorentz–Drude model13 and
periodic boundary conditions are used in calculation. One
may find from Fig. 1�c� that the measured spectrum fits the
calculated data reasonably well. It is known that in silver
film perforated with an array of subwavelength apertures, the
spatial periodicity provides a compensation momentum to
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� The field-emission scanning electron micrograph
of the array of apertures perforated on 100-nm-thick silver film. The period
of apertures in the square lattice is p�600 nm and the diameter of the
aperture is a�150 nm. �b� The schematics to show the experimental setup
for optical measurements. �c� The measured and calculated optical transmis-
sion spectra of the structure without an airgap. The major transmission peaks
have been indexed by two integers.
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couple the incident light with SPPs on metal surface,
which leads to the maximum transmission at �max

= p /�i2+ j2��D�eff / ��D+�eff�, where �D is the permittivity of
the dielectric and �eff is the effective permittivity of metal
with apertures,5 i and j are integers. The major transmission
peaks originate from the SPPs on both interfaces of air-silver
and SiO2-silver in resonance with the lattice structure. As
illustrated in Fig. 1�c�, the major transmission peaks are in-
dexed respectively as A�1,0� at 635 nm, A�1,1� at 491 nm
�A stands for SPP at the air-silver interface�; Q�1,0� at 935
nm, Q�2,0� at 703 nm, and Q�3,1� at 556 nm �Q stands for
SPP at the SiO2-silver interface�.

By introducing an airgap with tunable width �d� behind
the apertures, as that shown in Fig. 1�b�, the transmitted elec-
tromagnetic fields through the apertures interfere with each
other in the airgap. The measured optical transmission spec-
tra show that as the width of airgap varies, constructive in-
terference enhances the EOT further �as shown in Figs. 2�b�
and 2�c��, and destructive interference weakens the EOT �as
shown in Figs. 2�e� and 2�f��. More specifically, interference
of light behind the apertures leads to three different scenarios
depending on the width of airgap d. �i� for scenarios
d=4640 nm and d=4950 nm, the interference is weak and
the intensity of EOT does not change significantly �as shown
in Figs. 3�a� and 3�d��; �ii� for scenarios d=4110 nm and
d=5220 nm, constructive interference becomes evident,
thus the intensity of EOT increases dramatically �as shown in
Figs. 3�b� and 3�c��; �iii� for scenarios d=4290 nm and

d=4380 nm, destructive interference dominates, thus the in-
tensity of EOT decreases obviously �as shown in Figs. 3�e�
and 3�f��. Comparing with the main peaks of EOT in the
scenario without an airgap, by introducing an airgap, the po-
sitions of the transmission peaks are not changed. However,
constructive interference significantly enhances the quality
factor of the peak, where the quality factor is defined as
Q=�0 /��, �0 is the wavelength of the peak, and �� is the
half width of the peak. For example, the quality factor of the
peak indexed by Q�2,0� at 703 nm has been doubled by
introducing an airgap of d=5220 nm.

In order to show the physical processes for the interfer-
ence of light behind the apertures, we calculate respectively
the airgap-width-dependent transmission spectra, the density
distributions and the phase shifts of the electric field for dif-
ferent resonant modes. For instance, for d=4190 nm, the
intensity of EOT dramatically increases for the resonant
mode Q�2,0� ��0�703 nm�, as shown in Fig. 3�a�; whereas
for d=4370 nm, the intensity of EOT decreases at the same
mode, as shown in Fig. 3�b�. The calculated transmission
spectra �Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�� are in good agreement with the
measurements �Figs. 2�b� and 2�f��. The mechanism of this
phenomenon can be understood as follows. When light illu-
minates the structure from bottom, SPP is excited on the
SiO2-silver surface �z=0� and mainly locates around the ap-
ertures. Later, SPP is excited on the air-silver interface
�z�100 nm�. SPP enhances the evanescent field at the ap-
ertures �as shown in Figs. 3�c� and 3�d��. From silver top
surface �z�100 nm� up to the region of z�300 nm, the
evanescent field around aperture decays gradually, yet the
electromagnetic field on silver film increases �as shown in
Figs. 3�e� and 3�f��. �Please note the evanescent field around
aperture is much stronger than the field on the top surface of
silver film, z=100 nm.� In the region from z�300 nm to
z�600 nm, both of these fields are coupled and transmitted
upward. The transmitted field is reflected by the upper OG
and then multiple reflected between the top surface of silver
and the surface of the upper OG. Therefore, interference oc-
curs in the airgap between the top surface of silver and the
bottom surface of the upper OG. Based on rigorous coupled-
wave analysis method,14 we calculate the zero-order reflec-
tance at air-silver surface for mode Q�2,0� at �0�703 nm.
It turns out that the interference is constructive when the
phase shift �� of electric field satisfies n�−0.13����
�n�+0.3� through the airgap; whereas it becomes a de-
structive interference when the phase shift of electric field
satisfies n�+0.3�����n�+0.87�; the interference does
not change significantly when the phase shift of electric field
is around ��=n�−0.13� or ��=n�+0.3� �n is an inte-
ger�. For example, zero phase shift of electric field occurs at
d=4190 nm �Fig. 3�g��, thus interference is constructive and
the resonant mode Q�2,0� of EOT is enhanced behind the
apertures. The quality factor of transmission peak is also
increased due to multiple scatterings. When the phase shift of
electric field is about � /2 �Fig. 3�h�� and the airgap separa-
tion is d=4370 nm, destructive interference takes place, and
resonant mode Q�2,0� of EOT is decreased behind the
apertures.

To summarize, we demonstrate in this letter that tunable
interference of light occurs in an airgap behind the array of
subwavelength apertures perforated on silver film. SPP en-
hances the evanescent field at the apertures, and the transmit-

FIG. 2. �Color online� The measured transmission spectra of the structure
with a tunable airgap. The width of the airgap separation in each scenarios
is: �a� d=4640 nm; �b� d=4110 nm; �c� d=5220 nm; �d� d=4950 nm; �e�
d=4290 nm; and �f� d=4380 nm, respectively. The red solid lines represent
the results form the structure with an airgap and the black dashed lines stand
for the data without an airgap. Constructive interference occurs in cases of
��b� and �c��; destructive interference occurs for ��e� and �f��; and the inter-
ference just slightly modifies EOT in the cases of ��a� and �d��.
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ted electromagnetic fields through the apertures interfere
with each other in the airgap. Depending on the width of the
airgap, constructive interference enhances the EOT further
and increases its quality factor, whereas destructive interfer-
ence weakens the EOT obviously. We suggest that our obser-
vations provide a unique approach to design tunable plas-
monic structures and devices.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The plots to show the calculated zero-order transmission spectra, the density distributions and the phase shifts of the electric field in
the structure. The upper row represents the results from the structure with airgap separation d=4190 nm and the lower row shows the results from the
structure with airgap separation d=4370 nm. ��a� and �b�� are the calculated zero-order transmission spectra of the structures. The red line represents the result
for the structure with an airgap, whereas the black line represents the result without an airgap. ��c� and �d�� are the snapshots of the field distribution of the
structure for mode Q�2,0� ��0�703 nm� when the intensity at the aperture �x=0 and z=100 nm� reaches its maximum �left� and minimum �right�,
respectively. ��e� and �f�� represent z-dependent electric field ��E�� distributions in the structures. The red line represents the data at x=0, and the blue line
represents the data at x=300 nm. ��g� and �h�� show the z-dependent phase shift of electromagnetic wave passing through an airgap �for x=0�, compared with
a free propagation wave arriving at z=0. In order to show the phase shift through the whole airgap, the phases at both the air-silver interface and the top OG
are marked by the blue circles. In simulation, periodic boundary condition is set on x-y plane, and absorption boundary condition is set at both
z=5100 nm and z=−900 nm.
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